NEW LIBRARY MEETING
MONT VERNON THEMES & DRIVERS

• Location and placement on the site
  o Place Library further back on site, take advantage of views, etc.
  o Create future connection to trails and town center

• Library has evolved from a place to get a book to the hub of the community, building should support and celebrate this.

• Program and building design should offer a balance between adult and children focused spaces.

• Library to be the centerpiece of town revitalization

• Building to be Frugal, Functional & Inspiring
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COMMUNITY MEETING OUTPUT | PRIORITIES

PROGRAM:
› Expanded collection space: priority for both adults and children
› Reading spaces dedicated to different groups (children, young adults and adults) supporting different activity levels and style of research/work/study.
› Community/social space(s) for: larger programs, coffee and conversation, and smaller scaled meetings
› Dedicated staff spaces to support the workings of the library and programming

LANDSCAPE:
› Access and connection to the landscape – including outdoor reading and program spaces (garden’s, play areas, porch), convenient parking and bus loop

BUILDING DESIGN:
› Scale of form, architectural style and detailing that fits into the town’s aesthetic, and includes inspiring, light filled, warm and comfortable spaces
› Building design that makes spaces and resources accessible to all community members.
SITE SURVEY IMPACTS

• Wetlands are a larger impact on-site than previously understood
• Topography at the library site is close to elevation at Grand Hill and will not provide vistas
• Extensive cost in sitework and clearing
• Views to pond may be limited or not possible given topography and tree clearing
• Disturbs some existing stone walls
DUSK VIEW, SOUTH EAST CORNER
CHILDREN’S ROOM CONCEPTS

› COLOR & WHIMSEY
› NOOKS AND CRANNIES
› FLEXIBILITY
TIMELINE & PROCESS

SCHEMATIC DESIGN

CONCEPTUAL ESTIMATE
DETERMINE BUDGET

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

BUDGET CHECK

CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS

CONTRACTOR BIDDING
DETERMINE GUARANTEED MAXIMUM PRICE FOR PROJECT

CONSTRUCTION

NEW LIBRARY!

PAUSE FOR FUNDRAISING

YOU ARE HERE